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Creating Concrete Possibilitieswww.afrisam.com

AfriSam’s range of superior quality cement products is specifi cally designed to meet all 
your building and construction needs. With each of our products made fi t for purpose, 
they deliver enhanced performance and durability to ensure the highest quality output. 
Our unparalleled technical support will provide peace of mind to ensure that you can 
build your reputation on ours. Don’t compromise, choose the best cement for your project. 
Ask for AfriSam.

WHAT GOES INTO IT MATTERS. 

HEART. SOUL.
QUALITY CEMENT.
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WATERPROOFING AND RISING DAMP
Waterproofing

SANS 10400:J & K 2015 give guidance on the fitting 
of plastic sheeting to control the passage of ground 
moisture into the slab and walls of a new building.

At 4.4.4 of SANS 10400:J it is recommended that a 
250µm polyolefin underfloor membrane be fitted 

under “water-resistant” floors. SANS 10021 6.1.5.2 
states that “The sheeting shall be laid with the 
minimum number of joints and should be turned 
up, dressed to the wall faces and lapped with and 
bonded to the horizontal damp-proof course in 
the wall”. Such overlaps in the sheeting are to be 
“extrusion welded or wedge welded to obtain a 
waterproof joint” – SANS 10021:2006 5.4.2.
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WHAT GOES INTO IT MATTERS. 

RUNNING A TIGHT SHIP. 
MEETING TIGHTER DEADLINES. 
QUALITY CONCRETE.
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4.1 Laying of under surface membrane (USB) or damp proof membrane (DPM)

4.FLOORS (SURFACE BEDS)

The Home Building Manual permits a Home Builder to satisfy 
the NHBRC’s Technical Requirements for concrete slabs 
supported on the ground or filling (surface bed) where the 
height of fill beneath the floor at any point does not exceed 
400 mm using two different approaches.

The height of the fill for the home is 0,33 m which is less 
than 0,4 m. As a result, a competent person is not required 
to confirm the suitability of the filling below fills. The 
construction rules for compacting fills in SANS 2001-CM2 
may be applied.

Where the slab does not form an integral part of a 
foundation system and does not pass over or are supported 
on foundation walls, a plain concrete slab having a panel 
dimension not exceeding:

• 3,5 m where floors are covered with carpets and 
flexible floor coverings; or

• 2,5 m where floors are covered with semi-flexible 
floor covering.

Complying with the relevant provisions of SANS 10400-J 
(Floors) and SANS 2001-CC1 (Concrete works structural) or 
SANS 2001-CC2 (Concrete works (minor works) will suffice. 
In this solution, the floors of each room are cast after the 
walls have been built above floor height. All floors other 
than those in the kitchen, living area and main bedroom 
have dimensions falling within the aforementioned limits. 

Where the floor forms an integral part of the foundations, or 
passes over or is supported on foundation walls, such slabs 
are required to comply with the provisions of SANS 10400-H 
and SANS 2001-CM2. In the slab-on-the-ground foundation, 
the floor is an integral part of the foundation and needs to 
be reinforced.

Check DPM in accordance 
with SANS 10400 Part K 
for external walls

Check DPM in 
accordance with 
SANS 10400 Part K for 
internal walls

The USB membrane is placed over the compacted filling. Make sure the USB membrane reaches the edges of the slab in 
both directions and covers halfway over the top of the foundation brickwork; usually the inside brick skin. Place bricks 
on top of the membrane on the brickwork, to keep it in place. Make sure that the USB membrane is tucked well into the 
corners.

If there are any joints that are required in the 
laying of the USB membrane, make sure the 
overlap is at least 100mm. The overlapping 
seam should be taped over using a special 
tape provided by most manufacturers, or by 
using duct tape.

Vertical damp proofing

Vertical Damp proof membranes are a very important component when changes of level occur in a building (steps) and 
when outside ground levels are higher than inside. It is a sheeting of impervious material commonly manufactured in 
orange and known as Hyperplastic orange. It is available in various widths, lengths, and thicknesses known as microns 
(µm). This product is usually thicker than other plastic sheeting membranes, because of its application and available in 
thicknesses up to 1000 µm.

This vertical damp proof membrane is commonly installed between foundation brickwork known as tanking where a 
protective layer of bricks is built to protect the membrane from the backfill process.

100mm overlap
TapeUSB

Surface bed
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Laying of under surface membrane (USB) or damp proof membrane (DMP) 
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At 4.5.3.3 of SANS 10400:K it states – “In a masonry 
wall a damp-proof course shall be installed (a) at 
the level of the top of a concrete floor slab resting 
on the ground”. It further goes on to say that “No 
horizontal damp-proof course shall be installed less 
than 150mm above the level of the adjacent finished 
ground” – 4.5.3.7.

DPC must project 10mm
outside plaster. Joint

must be onto the bricks.

NGL must be a min-
150mm below floor level.

Stop plaster 50mm
above concrete

375 micron
membrane

20mm riversand

 Concrete surface bed

Polyolefin damp
proof cource

to window sill.

Plaster

Concrete
footingTypical double brick exterior wall – SANS 10400 Part K
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With such comprehensive guidance in place, how is it 
possible that we have so many problems associated 
with rising damp in our buildings?

Obviously if contractors fail to adhere to these 
standards problems are bound to occur. Similarly, 
if there are buildings constructed prior to the 
introduction of such standards or where suspended 
wooden floors have been replaced, with new 
concrete floors in the old “voids”, we can expect 
there to be issues if no thought has been given to the 
retro-fitting of preventative measures.

Retrofitting of a chemical damp-proof course in a wall 
is relatively easy. The chemicals are usually suspended 
in either a liquid or a cream that is inserted into holes 
drilled into the mortar line at the level of the top of 
the concrete slab or 150mm above finished ground 
level whichever is higher. These chemicals effectively 
line the pores of the mortar and adjacent brickwork 
and act as a horizontal barrier to any moisture rising in 
the brickwork. They are extremely affective, and most 
manufacturers will give a 10 year guarantee against 
any further rising damp in the brickwork.
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WHAT GOES INTO IT MATTERS. 

UNWAVERING DEDICATION. 
IMMEASURABLE PRIDE. 
QUALITY CEMENT.
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Rising Damp

Where damp is rising through the floor slab this 
presents a completely different problem. It can occur 
either because no under slab membrane was fitted 
or where sealing of the overlaps to such polyolefin 
sheeting has failed or where damage to the sheeting 
has occurred during the laying of the slab. When 
this occurs damp will not only rise through the slab, 
causing damage to wooden flooring and carpets 
etc, but any walls that are built directly on to the slab 
will also suffer from rising damp. Treatment of such 
conditions is problematic. Ideally all floor coverings 
will need to be removed – carpets, wooden floors, 
tiles etc – to expose the underlying floor slab. Skirting 
tiles and damaged plaster on all walls will need to be 
removed and the walls and floors allowed to dry out 
for several days. All walls will need to have a chemical 
damp-proof course injected into the first available 
mortar line above slab level and a fillet seal applied to 
the wall/floor joint. The floors will need the application 
of 2 coats of a waterproof slurry, or similar product, 
lapping the fillet seal and the newly created chemical 
damp-proof course by one brick course. Re-plastering 
should be completed using a salt retardant in the new 
1:3 cement:sand plaster mix to inhibit the movement 
of any salts contained in the brickwork into the new 
plaster. One last requirement is that all fittings on the 
slab – kitchen cupboards etc – be removed to expose 
the underlying slab – not a popular decision!

However, by far and away the most common form 
of rising damp today in modern buildings is when the 
damp-proof course in the external walls is “bridged” 
by the application of plaster from ground upwards. 
SANS 10021:2006 states at 8.4.6 that “Plaster should 
not be applied across a damp-proof membrane in a 
wall. Where it is required that a wall be plastered from 
top to bottom, a V-joint of width 10 mm to 15mm is 
required at the damp-proof level, to prevent moisture 
by-passing the DPC”. Far too often these days, damp-
proof course sheeting is covered in plaster allowing 
moisture from the ground, or behind the plinth, to 
rise in the plaster causing damage both to external 
plaster as well as to internal wall surfaces once it 
travels laterally above the height of the damp-proof 
course. Some contractors even cut what can only 
be described as a ”decorative” V-joint of just a few 
mm in the plaster which does little to prevent the 
upward movement of moisture. When this occurs all 
damaged plaster, both external and internal needs to 
be removed. There is no need to create a chemical 
damp-proof course when this occurs since the 
sheeting is already there (an assumption that needs 
to be checked once plaster is removed). Brickwork 
needs to be allowed to dry out before a waterproof 

Pic credit: Gauteng Property Inspections https://gautenginspect.co.za/

slurry is applied to the external brickwork from ground 
level to 2 brick courses above the height of the 
damp-proof course and the walls then re-plastered. 
It is advisable to use a bonding additive in the new 
plaster and, whilst the plaster is still curing, a V-joint 
should be cut in the plaster at any height below 
the level of the damp-proof course using a router. 
Internally the walls should be re-plastered using a salt 
retardant in the new plaster only once the external 
surface has been treated.

It is also not unusual to see rising damp in face 
brick walls. This usually occurs because either the 
damp-proof course sheeting has been damaged 
or because it is recessed in the brickwork. If this 
occurs, affected areas of wall should be treated with 
a chemical damp-proof course and internal walls 
treated as before.

Rising Damp should not occur in modern buildings, 
but when it does it can be stopped, and any damage 
treated. Advice should always be sought from a well-
established contractor with a minimum of 5 year’s 
experience in the industry. Contact the Damp-
proofing & Waterproofing Association of Southern 
Africa for further advice.

Information supplied By
DWASA The Damp-proofing & Waterproofing 
Association of Southern Africa
https://www.dwasa.co.za/
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Water damage and rising damp not only makes walls 
structurally unsafe, but resultant black mold is a serious 
health risk. The damage that condensation and/or 
‘rising damp’ can cause – peeling wallpaper, tide 
marks, salt deposits, and decaying skirting boards 
– is also quite unsightly.  In addition, penetrating 
damp and mould both have a rather distinct and 
unpleasant smell.

Prevention is better than cure
Condensation on walls results from poor heating 
and ventilation in a home, coupled with high 
humidity levels from everyday activities, like cooking, 
showering, drying laundry and boiling a kettle.

The following are some hacks to combat lingering 
damp and mold.
 
Hack #1: Keep all problem areas/rooms as well-
ventilated as possible
•  Open bathroom windows after showering and 

kitchen windows while cooking to allow moisture in 
the air to escape.

•  Alternatively, use the extractor fan in your 
bathroom or kitchen to remove steam 
and moisture.
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IRON WILL. 
SOLID TEAM. 
QUALITY CEMENT.
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•  Consider installing extractor fans in your bathroom 
and kitchen if you don’t have any.

•  When bathing or cooking, keep kitchen and 
bathroom doors closed to prevent moisture moving 
into colder parts of your home, which could cause 
a build-up of condensation on walls.

•  Use a dehumidifier in your bedroom to lower 
humidity levels while you sleep.

 
Hack #2: Take care when showering or cooking
•  Let your extractor fan run for 10 minutes after 

showering or cooking to remove excess moisture in 
the air.

•  If you don’t have an extractor fan, be sure to 
wipe down wet surfaces to prevent a build-up 
of moisture.

•  Use lids on pots while cooking to prevent steam 
from escaping.

 
Hack #3: Ensure adequate ventilation and air 
circulation in your home
•  Don’t overfill kitchen cupboards or wardrobes, as 

this prevents adequate air circulation, which can 
lead to damp and mould.

•  Good heating in a property means that internal 
surfaces are less likely to be cold, which reduces 
the chance of condensation build up. Insulated 
walls and double-glazed windows keep room 
temperatures stable.

•  Leave small gaps between furniture and walls to 
allow for better air circulation.

Reference: How to treat rising damp – some life hacks
https://www.sahomeloans.com/bond-talk/how-treat-
rising-damp-some-life-hacks
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Versatile
Perfect for combating the effects of rising and penetrating damp. 
Professionally formulated and quality manufactured for use on:

    • Concrete  • Cement based plaster  

    • Bricks  • Gypsum plaster

Application
• Stir well

• Apply two coats 

• Paint from bottom to top

• Each coat in criss-cross 

to the previous

• Allow 24 hours for first 

coat to dry

• Clean brush with water 

after use

Available in 1 Litre & 5 Litres

DAMPLOC

Preparation
•  Treat damp walls - not wet ones!

•  Repair cracks before covering with DampLoc

•  Ensure substrate is sound

•  Replaster if necessary

•  Proper preparation results 

 in a professional finish

DAMPLOC
The DIY waterproof coating that 

delivers professional results

DIY
MADE
EASY

6525.a. A.SHAK DampLoc BUILDAID AD’22

http://www.ashak.co.za/

